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A more comprehensive,
innovative approach to managing
complex projects

Challenge
Sound decision making leads to successful project completion in a rapid
renewal environment. Complex projects demand strong partnerships
between transportation agencies, contractors, consulting engineers, and
stakeholders. With engineering, economic, and environmental issues
becoming more challenging, reliable and innovative project management
strategies are essential to successfully complete complex projects on time.

Save Lives
Innovative management practices efficiently
address complex issues, speeding project
completion and reducing roadway and work
zone congestion.

Save Money

Solution
A five-dimensional project management method (5DPM) has been
developed that adds project context and financing mechanisms to the three
standard factors of cost, schedule, and engineering requirements. This
process ties stakeholder success to project success, encouraging
innovation and changes in standard management practices. The guide
supports sound decision making in rapid construction environments.

Economic challenges are carefully considered
during the planning and development
process. Innovative financing approaches
ensure that project funding is available and
complex projects are completed on time and
within budget.

Save Time
Environmental and economic challenges can
significantly delay projects. Sound decision
making and project management strategies
ensure successful and timely completion.

Visit: www.fhwa.dot.gov/GoSHRP2
Learn more about products, case studies,
and implementation assistance

Continued on next page.

Renewal

One of four SHRP2 focus areas, Renewal products help
transportation organizations rapidly restore highway infrastructure
that lasts longer while minimizing disruption and delay.
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Benefits
5DPM accounts for external factors; considers projects to be iterative rather than linear; schedules projects to create value; encourages
innovation, hybrid contracting, and relational partnering; and emphasizes that each complex project has its own set of performance goals.
This process addresses and enables a systematic management approach that speeds decision making, increases turnaround times,
addresses complex issues, and expedites government approvals for rapid renewal projects.

The Implementation Assistance Program
Implementation assistance is available to help State departments of transportation (DOTs), metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs),
and other interested organizations deploy SHRP2 Solutions. A range of opportunities is available to raise awareness of SHRP2 Solutions
and to encourage early adoption of these products. Application periods are offered approximately twice per year. Each product selected for
implementation assistance has the potential to deliver more efficient, cost-effective programs to meet the complex challenges facing
transportation today.

About SHRP2 Implementation
The second Strategic Highway Research Program is a national partnership of key transportation organizations:
the Federal Highway Administration, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials,
and the Transportation Research Board. Together, these partners conduct research and deploy products that
will help the transportation community enhance the productivity, boost the efficiency, increase the safety, and
improve the reliability of the Nation’s highway system.
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